The EU Emissions Trading Scheme is a legislative instrument targeted at large Scope 1 emitters (ie organisations involved in the combustion of significant volumes of fuel such as electricity generators). The policy objective is not reflected in the criteria for participation, which are focused on combustion capacity rather than emissions. As a result, facilities with negligible emissions are captured. These facilities include data centres because they maintain standby generating capacity in the event of mains power failure. While these generators are test fired from time to time, they are hardly ever deployed and for all practical purposes cannot be used simultaneously with the primary power source (grid electricity). The sector is clearly not the intended target of the regulation and the current approach to implementation and enforcement is burdensome and delivers no beneficial outcomes. The UK Council of Data Centre Operators reviewed the implications of EU ETS for the sector and made the following observations:

**Inappropriate criteria for inclusion**: The EU ETS is targeted at large combustion plants. Data centres are not large scope 1 emitters. They are not the policy target and should be excluded from the scheme.

**Disproportionate compliance costs**: Data centre facilities captured are typically liable for carbon allowance costs in tens or in hundreds of pounds but compliance costs are frequently two orders of magnitude higher, often exceeding £10,000 excluding internal resource. (This is equivalent to paying car tax of £10 but being obliged to pay £1000 in order to register the car for tax and for someone to tell you what kind of car you have. This discrepancy would not be tolerated for consumers and is equally unacceptable for businesses.)

**It is problematic to apply robustly**: Because of the low volume of gasoil consumed by standby generators, it is extremely difficult to measure fuel consumption accurately enough to comply with the scheme requirements. (Consider turning your car around in the drive and expecting the fuel gauge to register the petrol consumed by the manoeuvre). This adds cost, uncertainty and liability.

**Inconsistent interpretation, implementation and enforcement**: The UK approach is out of line with regulatory approaches in other countries. This creates confusion and cost for operators with facilities in multiple member states.

**Negative policy outcomes**
The application of EU ETS creates perverse incentives and reduces efficiency:

- EU ETS encourages data centres to restructure their generator array – replacing fewer, larger generators with many small generators (less efficient and higher embodied energy).
- EU ETS discourages the consolidation of computing resource into purpose-built facilities that are more energy efficient and where energy use is transparent and accountable.
- EU ETS will discourage data centres from participating in STOR or other demand response programmes (these schemes periods where peak demand exceeds supply)

**Urgent modifications required:**
1. At EU level, a more intelligent approach that distinguishes generating standby (eg a standby power station for supply to the grid) from emergency back-up supply in the case of mains power failure.
2. A de minimus threshold for the scheme below which sites are fully exempt (eg 5,000t CO₂, or 1,000t CO₂ with an “exceptional circumstances” or MBORC* provision)
3. At Member State level a pragmatic exemption scheme for very low emitters introduced as soon as possible. The previous option for low emitters was inadequate. This scheme must remain open for new registrants during Phase IV.
4. A pragmatic approach by regulators when interpreting, implementing and enforcing this policy with respect to very low emitters.

*MBORC: Matters Beyond Our Reasonable Control
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